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Showing 1-30 Start your review of One Thousand and One Nights: Complete Arabian Nights Collection Feb 05, 2021 Debs rated it it was ok I don't care how much the sultan's mind might have been shattered by the trauma of a single heartbreak, no criminal psychologist should be able to justify his mass murder of innocent young women! Perhaps the
final story should have been a true tale of the sultan's own beheading as well as the promise of repeated justice afterwards, for all the subsequent ladies sacrificed for this creature's senseless tyranny... I don't care how much the sultan's mind might have been shattered by the trauma of a single heartbreak, no criminal psychologist should be able to
justify his mass murder of innocent young women! Perhaps the final story should have been a true tale of the sultan's own beheading as well as the promise of repeated justice afterwards, for all the subsequent ladies sacrificed for this creature's senseless tyranny... ...more I don't know what happened!I used to devour books like this one when I was in
Junior high.I only read a hundred pages but I just couldn't subject myself to another1200+ pages of this garbage. The stories are a bit dry. What I hated most about this book(what I read of it anyway) is the nesting doll style each story is linked to the next. Let me explain.Did you hear A's story with B?so and so happened and they meet C who does this
and that.Are you coming back to the story of A and B?Only after I h I don't know what happened!I used to devour books like this one when I was in Junior high.I only read a hundred pages but I just couldn't subject myself to another1200+ pages of this garbage. The stories are a bit dry. What I hated most about this book(what I read of it anyway) is
the nesting doll style each story is linked to the next. Let me explain.Did you hear A's story with B?so and so happened and they meet C who does this and that.Are you coming back to the of A and B? Only after I reduced myself long enough to have forgotten it. At least the story of A and B correctly conclude? Hellz al Nah. ... Other Lugs 11, 2022
Yassemin valued did not like that this was the first voice in my splendid book of 1001 books to read before dying. I had extremely high expectations, despite supposing that it would be quite long -lived. However, he has disappointed me, in the end he bored me at the point where I decided DNF and I eliminated him. The style of the sort of history of the
nesting doll is fascinating but also too much a point, how many times can you do before it becomes repetitive? The stories themselves are ridiculous and repetitive. The repeated fall in this was the first item in my splendid book of 1001 books to read before he died. I had extremely high expectations, despite supposing that it would be quite long -lived.
However, it has disappointed me, in the end it bored me at the point where I decided DNF and I eliminated it. The style of the sort of history of the nesting doll is fascinating but also too much a point, how many times can you do before it becomes repetitive? The stories themselves are ridiculous and repetitive. The repeated lovers in an instant, the
repeated horrible deaths against a part of a certain population, all fainting and dramatic on nothing. Absolutely ridiculous and happy book of having given up! ... more January 11, 2018 Mylan H evaluated a lot, the Arab Nights by Mushon Mahdi are one of the books that I really liked to read. This book speaks of a king named Shahryar. He kills a new
wife every night because she is afraid that she stops loving him. But he marries a woman named Shahrazad who finds a way to avoid being killed. He tells the stories of the king who are so interesting that he continues to reject his execution date to listen to more stories until he is over. I really like niddalA niddalA emoc eirots atnoccar ©Ãhcrep orbil
others. i the arabian nights by mushon mahdi is one of the books I loved reading. This book is about a king named Shahryar. He kills a new wife every night because he fears that she would stop loving him. but she marries a woman named Shahrazad who finds a way to avoid being killed. tells the stories of the king who are so interesting that he
continues to push back his execution date to listen to other stories until he escaped. I really like this book because it tells stories like aladdin and others. I like this book because when she's telling the story she feels like she's reading to you, but you're the only reading. This story reminds me of beauty and the beast. ...more nov 27, 2021 marco rated
that it liked this will mess up the number of pages of my 2021 books, because I certainly didn't read the 8,000 pages. funny and interesting stories, even if they become repetitive and old after a while. I must have read 100 pages. This is gonna mess up the pages of my 2021 books, 'cause I'm sure I haven't read the 8,000 pages. funny and interesting
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etavirP tenretnI trakpilF 2202 ,60 raM elibidercni otats ¨Ã otatulav ah ppaM oneK 7102 neg 21 elibidercni otats ¨Ã otatulav ah dleiF J L 7102 uig 81 elibidercni otats ¨Ã which stories kept kept The Almighty man, and prevented him from carrying out his terrible intent. I'm talking about her, Scheherazade, the most most storyteller that the world has
ever known. She lived in a time of pain for the sovereign of the earth held in the heart of him a terrible grudge against all women. This grudge has had terrible consequences for every family on Earth. But it wasn't always like that. She started his kingdom with a more kind heart. He was called Shahryar, he was in the fullness of his youth and power of
him, but still, without a wife. One evening he was with his younger brother, Prince Zaman, on the balcony of the palace, which overlooked the gardens of pleasure. They looked at a young servant while she went out to the fountain to take water. Shahryar whispered: â € œIt's brother. She is not as beautiful as the moon and graceful like a gazelle? Â
But Zaman, he replied: Â Don't let your eyes deceive you. Even if you are more big about me, and more powerful, but I am more experienced in the ways of women, because I have already a wife. I tell you that no woman on earth has a pure and faithful heart. Every day I look at my queen. I see it to give a prince visiting a such aspect that makes my
blood become angry. But she doesn't stop there. You give the Capo Cameralain a smile Cheeky which is quite inappropriate. Because, the day before leaving my building to honor you, I saw her whispering the cook! It takes nothing but be ashamed. â € œShahryar laughed: â € œmate minor brother, you were pale and sick delay. Now I know the cause.
Jealousy is eating you because you have a wife so beautiful! Shahryar was ready to get married. It seemed that wherever he looked at he saw a beautiful woman. But nobody is as beautiful as what the two brothers met the next day. They got up to go hunting. Just as the sun was spreading its sweet dessert They ridden their horses side by side along
the shore of the sea. Walking towards them, along the deserted beach, they saw a girl whose beauty had the words in mind: "He got up like in the morning, while shining all night. When he revealed his face, the sun became bright". While her brothers approached her, she gave them the type of smile that Gladdens a man of her heart and Shahryar said
to her brother: "I wouldn't asham to take her for my queen". But as soon as he had spoken, a huge wave enriched himself on the shore and staying at the top of the wave was a great genius. Him's skin was orange and his eyes burned in red. When the wave broke into white foam, the genius jumped on the beach and grabbed the girl in his hands. She
wandered her terrible eyes on her brothers and were so full of fire that they feared that her's gaze could burn them. Then she spoke. Her's voice was terrible, but her words showed that she did not intend to damage: ã ¢ Â Â \ mi now and learning from my problems. When I took this girl for my bride, I put it inside a trunk and put the trunk inside
another trunk and that trunk inside another trunk-set boxes in all, each with The lock of her. And then I put the container seven times at the bottom of the sea, in order to keep me faithful. But she still managed to escape, flirting with strange men on the beach and making me ashamed. If I, a genius with all the power of magic at my disposal, cannot
keep the discipline on my bride, what hope are you only men to do it? Round and round until they became a swirling wind that is committed through the sea. For the rest of the day Shahryar was pale and meditabondo. In the evening he had rejoiced a little. While the brothers were on the balcony overlooking the gardens, once again, he said: ies ies
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